
• Expertise in colocation and unmanaged,
private dedicated and hyperscale cloud
environments

• Platform optimization recommendations for
high availability and performance

• In-depth knowledge of Microsoft, UNIX and
Linux operating systems

• Capacity planning, hardware refresh and
patch management support

• Security, compliance and change
management best practices

• 24/7 monitoring and maintenance support
with the best open-source tools available

• Gain control over growing IT complexity

• Optimize developer efficiencies

• Improve operational change management
practices

• Focus on strategic software development
initiatives that accelerate growth

• Speed time to market

Features

Benefits

Managed 
DevOps

Software development frequently entails intellectually 
demanding problem solving. Dealing with buggy or broken 
code, resource constraints, repetitive tasks and unyielding 
deadlines make for a stressful day. When unplanned 
security patches and inevitable IT crises arise, a developer’s 
job becomes further fragmented.

The professional services team at Flexential understands 
DevOps and excels at managing complex environments. 
We work collaboratively with your team, providing 
production guidance and support across multiple 
environments to help you hone best practices and optimize 
efficiencies. We can help you begin the organizational shift 
required when adopting DevOps methodologies. 

We’re big proponents of repeatable processes, clear 
documentation and open communication to keep your 
staff fully abreast of operational changes. Our goal is 
knowledge transfer. While we’re here whenever you 
need us, we’ll empower your staff with the training and 
information needed to handle future problems. Ultimately, 
your developers will spend fewer hours slaying dragons 
and more time focused on strategic initiatives that 
accelerate business growth.

To learn more about Flexential services, contact us at 
877.448.9378 or sales@flexential.com
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Flexential helps organizations optimize IT transformation while simultaneously 
balancing cost, scalability, compliance and security. With a focus on building trusted 
relationships, providing valuable support and delivering tailored solutions and reliable 
performance, Flexential delivers colocation, connectivity, cloud, managed solutions 
and professional services to 4,200 customers across the U.S. and Canada. 

Eliminate environment drift and production 
deployment downtime

If your developers devote excessive energy each day 
managing, troubleshooting, reconciling and optimizing 
multiple IT environments, chances are they’re falling short 
of delivering true business value. Flexential platform 
management is ideal for businesses in hyper growth mode 
that need to optimize environments and free up time to 
devote to more sophisticated software development.

Drive innovation initiatives

As businesses contend with digital disruption, IT 
departments must evolve from a support function to 
a leadership role to positively impact organizational 
advancement goals. The Flexential professional services 
team can give your development staff the right boost to 
accelerate programs that spur business growth. 

Divide and conquer

Battling with platform management demons shouldn’t be 
your biggest impediment to delivering on your strategic 
growth objectives. When your developers run into complex 
issues common with running a growing IT environment, 
Flexential can provide resources that act as a collaborative 
extension of your team to help alleviate pressure points 
and increase efficiencies.


